PBS Learning Media Resources

Camp Delicious!
Learn all about preparing, serving, and experimenting with delicious foods and new flavors! Plenty of cooking programs exist but this camp speaks directly to teens, inspiring young chefs and helping “foodies” develop confidence and independence in the kitchen.

Don’t Fear The Fish!
Fresh fish is delicious but amateur chefs may be intimidated by the idea of starting off with a fresh whole fish! Chef Edwin Smith, Executive Chef at Monterey Bay Fish Grotto in Pittsburgh, PA, demonstrates a mouth-watering salmon recipe – and it all starts with step-by-step instructions to de-scale, de-bone, and cut a whole fish.

The Whole Fish Story | Julia Child - José Andres and Eric Ripert are amazed by Julia Child’s hands-on treatment of a whole fish. They discuss her ability to dive in to fish filleting while encouraging viewers to attempt this difficult preparation. José jokes about his debt to Julia for popularizing fish in America and both are impressed with the information Julia conveys in the show and her ability to work without any retakes.